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Where to buy a ski chalet for half the price and with access to the same slopes

By  Nicola Venning 

2 MARCH 2019 • 12:00PM

You just need to head off-piste to find an Alpine bargain

Follow 

ASOS DESIGN Curve -
Combinaison chemise ave…

59,99 €
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I t’s possible to buy a property in the Alps (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/property/abroad/goat-herders-humble-ski-chalet-became-millionaires-must-

have/) without paying a mountain-high price. If you don’t mind jumping on an extra ski-lift or two, you can pick up a snow home in

a village that links to a bigger resort – close to a horizon-wide ski domain, and at more competitive prices than glitzier destinations.

“As a broad rule of thumb, your money goes twice as far in outlying resorts that are connected to larger ski areas,” says Jeremy

Rollason, head of Savills Ski.

Many fringe villages have upgraded their lift systems, dramatically improving access to the slopes. And while the après-ski may not be

up to the standards of glitzier resorts (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/property/abroad/private-jets-jeroboams-champagne-welcome-ultra-rich-ski-haven/),

these under-the-radar bolt-holes often have plenty of amenities, a bustling social scene and unspoilt scenery.

 Fieberbrunn, Austria

Links to: Skicircus Saalbach-Hinterglemm

A new high-speed gondola opened three years ago, linking quaint Fieberbrunn to its ritzy neighbour, Saalbach, as well as pretty

Hinterglemm and Leogang. The village is now part of Skicircus, one of Austria’s largest interconnected ski areas, with 168 miles of

slopes, and there are plans to expand it to nearby Zell am See resort.

Quiet, and with bags of Tyrolean charm, Fieberbrunn is a 90-minute transfer by car from Salzburg and Innsbruck, and it can also be

reached by train. “These outlying resorts are not as touristy, and are where the locals go to ski, which gives them an authentic feel,”

says Jessica Delaney Robinson of Alpine Marketing.

Kristall Spaces is selling apartments in the centre of the village, with prices starting from €225,000 (£194,000). A three-bedroom

chalet with a sauna is €1.97 million with Alpine Marketing. There is lettings potential too – in Austria, apartments zoned as tourist

residences must be available to be let when owners are not using them during the busy winter and summer seasons (47 per cent of all

visitors come in summer, according to the Fieberbrunn Tourist Office).

Galtür, Austria

Links to: Silvretta Arena Ischgl-Samnaun

Chocolate-box village Galtür might not have lift access to glitzy Ischgl, but it is only a 10-minute free ski-bus ride away, and is

considerably more affordable. According to Branson Atterbury of Kristall Spaces, the average price in Galtür is €595 per sq ft,

–– ADVERTISEMENT ––

This modern chalet near Fieberbrunn is €1.97m with Alpine Marketing CREDIT: GERHARD GROGER
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compared with Ischgl, famed for its nightlife and season-ending concerts, at €930 per sq ft.

The All-Suite Resort Paznaun has a swimming pool, and prices for a two-bedroom apartment start from €340,000 with Kristall

Spaces.

Vaujany, France

Links to: Alpe D’Huez

For a small resort, Vaujany has a lot to offer. Unspoilt and affluent due to income from local hydroelectricity, it has a leisure centre

with pool, spa, ice skating rink and a crèche. In the summer, there is swimming in the local lakes and great hiking.

Vaujany is on the doorstep of the more commercial resort of Alpe D’Huez and its 155 miles of pistes. Planned upgrades include a new

lift that will grant it access to the equally large Les Deux Alpes ski domain by 2021. The village is just over an hour’s drive from

Grenoble airport.

Erna Low Property is selling apartments from €201,500 at Le Saphir, which have south-facing terraces and underground parking. You

can choose to buy as a holiday home (with a classic freehold) or with a leaseback agreement to let regularly.

Courchevel village, France

Links to: The Three Valleys

The Three Valleys is one of the biggest ski domains in the world, with 372 miles of runs, and has some of the swankiest resorts such as

Méribel and Courchevel 1850.

A favourite of the jet set, chalets in Courchevel can cost upwards of £8 million; head down the mountain, however, and prices are

more reasonable (https://www.telegraph.co.uk/property/abroad/ski-homes-can-buy-less-150000/). Courchevel Village (at 1550) is roughly half the

price of its chichi neighbour, according to Alpine Property Intelligence.

Vallat Immobilier is selling a cosy two-bedroom apartment with a beamed ceiling, wooden floors and a large fireplace for €449,000.

Châtel, France

Links to: Portes du Soleil

If you like the idea of breakfasting in France and lunching in Switzerland, then Châtel could be the place for you.

Apartments in Le Saphir, Vaujany, start from €201,500 with Erna Low Property

This apartment in Courchevel Village is €2.55m with Leggett
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Lift improvements mean it is now possible to ski from Super-Châtel, on the outskirts of this pretty French village, to nearby Linga and

then on to the major resort of Avoriaz in the Portes du Soleil. Châtel also has great local slopes and links to the Swiss resort of Morgins.

The village has an aqua centre and is about 90 minutes from Geneva.

According to Athena Advisers property consultancy, prices for new homes in Châtel range between €605 to €790 per sq ft, less than

in nearby Les Gets, which is roughly €744 to €837 per sq ft. “Châtel’s prices have only started moving in recent years and, compared

with its Portes de Soleil neighbours, it still has considerable room for growth,” says Lloyd Hughes of Athena Advisers.  
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